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lucius the eternal warhammer 40k wiki fandom Oct 28 2019 lucius the eternal lord commander of the emperor s children traitor legion wielding the
lash of torment and the blade of the laer lucius the eternal is the champion of the chaos god slaanesh and a lord commander of the emperor s
children traitor legion lucius is also known as the soulthief fulgrim s champion blade of aeons and the scion of chemos
avengers marvel cinematic universe wikipedia Dec 11 2020 the avengers are a team of superheroes and the protagonists of the marvel cinematic
universe mcu media franchise based on the marvel comics team of the same name created by stan lee and jack kirby in 1963 founded by s h i e l d
director nick fury the team is a united states based organization composed primarily of superpowered and gifted individuals
black library wikipedia Feb 22 2022 the black library is a division of games workshop formerly a part of bl publishing which is devoted to
publishing novels and audiobooks and has previously produced art books background books and graphic novels set in the warhammer fantasy battle
warhammer age of sigmar and warhammer 40 000 fictional universes some of black library s best known
ibram gaunt warhammer 40k wiki fandom May 16 2021 history colonel commissar ibram gaunt wielding the relic power sword known as the
sword of heironymo sondar ibram gaunt was born on the world of manzipor the son of the executive officer of the jantine patricians regiment of
the astra militarum like almost all imperial commissars colonel commissar ibram gaunt is an orphan the son of an imperial guard
jinx dc comics wikipedia May 23 2019 jinx is a fictional character a comic book supervillainess and leader of the fearsome five appearing in
books published by dc comics created by marv wolfman and chuck patton she first appeared in tales of the teen titans 56 august 1985 this
character bears no relation to the male character of the same name who first appeared in adventure comics 488 as an
eurovision song contest the story of fire saga 2020 imdb Oct 01 2022 jun 26 2020 eurovision song contest the story of fire saga directed by
david dobkin with will ferrell rachel mcadams dan stevens mikael persbrandt when aspiring musicians lars and sigrit are given the opportunity to
represent their country at the world s biggest song competition they finally have a chance to prove that any dream worth having is a dream worth
chapter warhammer 40k wiki fandom Jun 16 2021 such is the woe cast upon the domains of the god emperor of mankind in these times that in
their wisdom and beneficience the high lords of terra have this day issued this decree let there be a founding of the adeptus astartes and let the
foes of the emperor know that this galaxy belongs to him now and forever high lord tagus convenor of the 349th congress of the
nova richard rider wikipedia Apr 14 2021 nova richard rider is a fictional character appearing in american comic books published by marvel
comics the character appeared historically as the star of his own series and at other times as a supporting character in team books such as the
new warriors he is a member of the intergalactic police force known as the nova corps for which he gained superhuman abilities
terra warhammer 40k wiki fandom Oct 21 2021 terra pronounced tear uh or in the most ancient records earth is the throneworld of the imperium
of man and the original homeworld of mankind and of the god emperor it is the most sacred and revered place in all the million worlds that
comprise the imperium billions of human pilgrims from across the galaxy flock to terra even the barren and contaminated soil that
gaunt s ghosts wikipedia Jul 30 2022 gaunt s ghosts is a series of military science fiction novels by dan abnett set in the warhammer 40 000
universe it was inspired by the sharpe series of books written by bernard cornwell as of 2019 the series spans 16 novels which document the
efforts of the tanith first a highly skilled yet unappreciated light infantry regiment of the imperial guard during the sabbat
chaos space marines warhammer 40k wiki fandom Jul 06 2020 the traitor legions of the chaos space marines represent 9 of the 20 original first
founding legions of space marines who were created by the emperor of mankind from the genomes of his 20 primarchs in the late 30th millennium
to eisenhorn by dan abnett novel dead sky black sun novel by graham mcneill psychic awakening faith fury
vance astro wikipedia Sep 19 2021 vance astro born vance astrovik and going by the code name major victory is a superhero appearing in
american comic books published by marvel comics the character is usually depicted as being from the earth 691 timeline of the marvel universe
astro first appeared in january 1969 as a founding member of the guardians of the galaxy in the partial reprint title
european union wikipedia Feb 10 2021 the european union eu is a supranational political and economic union of 27 member states that are
located primarily in europe the eu has often been described as a sui generis political entity without precedent or comparison combining the
characteristics of both a federation and a confederation containing 5 8 per cent of the world population in 2020 the eu generated a
the authority comics wikipedia Jul 26 2019 dan abnett and andy lanning relaunched the book in may 2008 in the wake of the world s end event
and took over the writing duties accompanied by artist simon coleby the founding members of the authority were jenny sparks the spirit of the
twentieth century the group s founder and original leader
wally west wikipedia Aug 07 2020 wallace rudolph wally west is a superhero appearing in american comic books published by dc comics as the
original kid flash and the third flash his power consists mainly of superhuman speed the nephew of iris west he first appeared in flash 110 1959
which depicted his transformation into kid flash under the mantle of kid flash wally was depicted
drax the destroyer wikipedia Aug 19 2021 drax the destroyer arthur douglas is a fictional character appearing in american comic books
published by marvel comics created by jim starlin the character first appeared in the invincible iron man 55 february 1973 the character s origin
story relates that arthur douglas was a human whose family was attacked and killed by the supervillain thanos
astronomican warhammer 40k wiki fandom Apr 02 2020 such was the astronomican s effect that even in that distant age of the imperium s first
founding some referred to it as the divine light or the emperor s light often without fully realising the literal truth of those words the
unremembered empire novel by dan abnett pp 30 45
space marine dreadnought warhammer 40k lexicanum Sep 27 2019 aug 19 2022 the space marine dreadnought is a massive war machine piloted

by an honoured space marine hero whose body has been ravaged in battle the most commonly used pattern as of m41 is the castraferrum pattern
or mkiv and mkv but many variants exist dreadnoughts are also known as the old ones in the space marines chapters
warhammer fantasy setting wikipedia Jul 18 2021 boom studios have been working on a series of warhammer and warhammer 40 000 comics
written by dan abnett and ian edginton the first was the warhammer 40k strip damnation crusade the ensuing victory was the beginning of the
founding of the nation of men under sigmar mad dog pass alternately known as varag kadrin was in the days of
mantis marvel comics wikipedia Nov 29 2019 mantis is a fictional character appearing in american comic books published by marvel comics
created by writer steve englehart and artist don heck the character first appeared in the avengers 112 june 1973 mantis has been depicted as a
member of the avengers and the guardians of the galaxy as the bride of kang the conqueror and as the mother of sequoia
space marine legions warhammer 40k wiki fandom Oct 09 2020 alone a legionary is a formidable foe as far beyond a man as the wolf is beyond
the sheep together bound by ties of unshakeable loyalty a legion is a force that can extinguish the stars and shake the very heavens attributed to
lorgar aurelian primarch of the word bearers legion the space marine legions or the legiones astartes in high gothic were the original unit
blood angels warhammer 40k wiki fandom May 04 2020 they are the sons of the angel the blooded host the defenders of humanity they are
strength they are nobility they are the blood angels and i say to you there are no more loyal or determined servants of the emperor alive today
high lord baldus bael to ordo astartes inquisitor neizallkin following the grand accusation the blood angels are one of the 20 first founding
elsa bloodstone wikipedia Mar 02 2020 elsa bloodstone is a fictional character appearing in american comic books published by marvel comics
she first appears in marvel s bloodstone mini series of 2001 written by dan abnett and andy lanning she is the daughter of the previously
established marvel universe character ulysses bloodstone and the sister of cullen bloodstone she was a member of nextwave
word bearers warhammer 40k lexicanum Jan 24 2022 sep 08 2022 the word bearers originally known as the imperial heralds and the iconoclasts
is the xvii legion of the original twenty space marine legions they were the first of the nine legions which betrayed the emperor becoming the first
known chaos space marines pledging their allegiance to their primarch lorgar and to chaos undivided known for their extreme
lost primarchs warhammer 40k wiki fandom May 28 2022 the lost primarchs of the first founding space marine legions are the two primarchs of
the iind and xith legions they were for unknown reasons deliberately expunged along with the astartes of their legions from all known imperial
records and archives before the onset of the horus heresy in the early 31st millennium referred to as the forgotten and the purged it is
gaunt s ghosts series by dan abnett goodreads Aug 31 2022 the gaunt s ghosts novel series is a black library series written or edited by dan
abnett following the adventures of the tanith first and only imperial guard regiment battling to free the sabbat worlds system from the forces of
chaos the series is one the most successful lines of the black library part of the warhammer 40 000 universe more
carol danvers wikipedia Jan 12 2021 carol susan jane danvers is a fictional character appearing in american comic books published by marvel
comics created by writer roy thomas and artist gene colan danvers first appeared as an officer in the united states air force and a colleague of the
kree superhero mar vell in marvel super heroes 13 march 1968 danvers later became the first incarnation of ms
unification wars warhammer 40k wiki fandom Jun 28 2022 the unification wars also known as the wars of unification the unity wars the
unification or just unity were a series of conflicts fought on terra beginning in the 29th millennium at the end of the age of strife and lasting into
the middle to late centuries of the 30th millennium it was during these campaigns that the emperor of mankind first publicly revealed himself to a
desperate
warlord class titan warhammer 40k wiki fandom Dec 23 2021 the warlord class titan is a large and powerful type of battle titan armed with much
more firepower than its counterpart the smaller reaver class titan the warlord appears to be the most common class of battle titan in use by the
titan legions of the imperium of man and many adeptus mechanicus forge worlds field their own patterns of this class due to their immense
chaos cult warhammer 40k wiki fandom Mar 26 2022 the star of chaos a chaos cult is the most dangerous of all those organisations that plot to
overthrow the rule of the imperium of man from within all planets and civilisations belonging to the imperium can harbour chaos tainted
organisations which themselves are as diverse in practice and membership as is imaginable from the blood soaked sacrificial cults of feral
imperial guard regiment warhammer 40k lexicanum Jun 04 2020 may 14 2021 a regiment is the primary organisational unit of the imperial guard
and of the imperial army ground forces before that the size and composition of imperial guard regiments is not standardised across the imperium
the number of individual guardsmen alone can vary enormously between regiments with some only a few hundred strong at founding strength
dark heresy warhammer 40k wiki fandom Nov 09 2020 dark heresy is a tabletop role playing game first published on january 25 2008 by black
industries that uses the warhammer 40 000 roleplay system and is set within the same dark gothic universe as the warhammer 40 000 tabletop
miniatures game though the game eventually spawned four other core rulebooks covering different areas of the warhammer
tech priest warhammer 40k wiki fandom Jan 30 2020 i am a child of the omnissiah cultist of the machine god the rites of manifold applications
the liturgies of ignition and the songs of engine seeing are mine own to know i speak to the spirits of ancient tech machines from the warrior heart
of a battle tank to the secret wisdom of the cogitator vox servitor theta on behalf of cult mechanicus adept manuel a tech priest
vengeful spirit warhammer 40k wiki fandom Dec 31 2019 the vengeful spirit is an ancient gloriana class battleship adapted to a variant of the
scylla pattern that served as the flagship of the warmaster horus and the xvi legion the vengeful spirit formed the core of the luna wolves later
called the sons of horus legion s campaigns during the great crusade and the horus heresy it was upon the vengeful spirit that the final
age of technology warhammer 40k wiki fandom Aug 26 2019 the squats age of founding corresponds to the overall human age of technology
videos warhammer 40 000 grim dark lore part 1 exodus warhammer 40 000 grim dark lore part 2 the golden age perpetual audio book by dan
abnett necromunda house of artifice specialty game pg 25 image warhammer 40 000 timeline pre imperial eras
shi ar wikipedia Jun 24 2019 the shi ar
i
r shee ar are a fictional species of aliens appearing in american comic books published by
marvel comics the shi ar empire or imperium is a vast collection of alien species cultures and worlds situated close to the skrull and kree empires
the shi ar are one of the three main extraterrestrial empires depicted in the marvel universe alongside the kree and
space marine legion warhammer 40k lexicanum Mar 14 2021 oct 26 2022 the twenty space marine legions also known as the legiones astartes
were created by the emperor to take part in the great crusade in what was later known as the first founding all the space marines of a legion battle
brothers amongst themselves were modified with help of the dna samples of a single primarch as a primarch was found he
sigismund warhammer 40k wiki fandom Apr 26 2022 zeal makes all things possible duty makes all things simple first captain sigismund of the
imperial fists legion sigismund was the first captain of the imperial fists legion during the great crusade and the horus heresy eras sigismund was a
name that echoed through the great crusade even before the darkness of the horus heresy made him the stuff of legends
list of novels warhammer 40k lexicanum Nov 21 2021 nov 16 2022 gaunt s ghosts the founding omnibus dan abnett 2003 8 traitor general dan
abnett 2004 9 his last command dan abnett 2005 10 the armour of contempt dan abnett 2006 dan abnett 2021 iron hands title author s publication
date the eye of medusa david guymer 2017 the voice of mars david guymer 2018 iron warriors title
horus lupercal warhammer 40k lexicanum Sep 07 2020 sep 08 2022 horus lupercal was one of the twenty primarchs created by the emperor in
the earliest days of the imperium just after the end of the age of strife like the other primarchs horus was scattered from terra by the gods of
chaos and was placed on a far away world in an attempt to prevent the coming of the age of the imperium traditional accounts state that horus
gaunt s ghosts novel series warhammer 40k lexicanum Nov 02 2022 may 22 2022 the gaunt s ghosts novel series is a black library series
written or edited by dan abnett following the adventures of the tanith first and only imperial guard regiment battling to free the sabbat worlds
system from the forces of chaos the series is one the most successful lines of the black library consisting of 15 novels two short story anthologies
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